Science Upper Key Stage 2
Purpose of study
A high-quality science education provides the foundations for understanding the world
through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics. Science has changed our
lives and is vital to the world’s future prosperity, and all pupils should be taught essential
aspects of the knowledge, methods, processes and uses of science. Through building up a
body of key foundational knowledge and concepts, pupils should be encouraged to recognise
the power of rational explanation and develop a sense of excitement and curiosity about
natural phenomena. They should be encouraged to understand how science can be used to
explain what is occurring, predict how things will behave, and analyse causes.

Key Aims
The national curriculum for science aims to ensure that all pupils:
 develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the specific
disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics
 develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science through
different types of science enquiries that help them to answer scientific questions
about the world around them
 are equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and
implications of science, today and for the future.

Scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding
The programmes of study describe a sequence of knowledge and concepts. While it is
important that pupils make progress, it is also vitally important that they develop secure
understanding of each key block of knowledge and concepts in order to progress to the next
stage. Insecure, superficial understanding will not allow genuine progression: pupils may
struggle at key points of transition (such as between primary and secondary school), build up
serious misconceptions, and/or have significant difficulties in understanding higher-order
content.
Pupils should be able to describe associated processes and key characteristics in common
language, but they should also be familiar with, and use, technical terminology accurately
and precisely. They should build up an extended specialist vocabulary. They should also apply
their mathematical knowledge to their understanding of science, including collecting,
presenting and analysing data. The social and economic implications of science are important
but, generally, they are taught most appropriately within the wider school curriculum:
teachers will wish to use different contexts to maximise their pupils’ engagement with and
motivation to study science.

The nature, processes and methods of science
‘Working scientifically’ specifies the understanding of the nature, processes and methods of
science for each year group. It should not be taught as a separate strand. The notes and
guidance give examples of how ‘working scientifically’ might be embedded within the
content of biology, chemistry and physics, focusing on the key features of scientific enquiry,
so that pupils learn to use a variety of approaches to answer relevant scientific questions.
These types of scientific enquiry should include: observing over time; pattern seeking;
identifying, classifying and grouping; comparative and fair testing (controlled investigations);
and researching using secondary sources. Pupils should seek answers to questions through

collecting, analysing and presenting data. ‘Working scientifically’ will be developed further at
key stages 3 and 4, once pupils have built up sufficient understanding of science to engage
meaningfully in more sophisticated discussion of experimental design and control.

Spoken language
The national curriculum for science reflects the importance of spoken language in pupils’
development across the whole curriculum – cognitively, socially and linguistically. The quality
and variety of language that pupils hear and speak are key factors in developing their
scientific vocabulary and articulating scientific concepts clearly and precisely. They must be
assisted in making their thinking clear, both to themselves and others, and teachers should
ensure that pupils build secure foundations by using discussion to probe and remedy their
misconceptions.

School curriculum
The programmes of study for science are set out year-by-year for key stages 1 and 2. Schools
are, however, only required to teach the relevant programme of study by the end of the key
stage. Within each key stage, schools therefore have the flexibility to introduce content
earlier or later than set out in the programme of study. In addition, schools can introduce key
stage content during an earlier key stage if appropriate. All schools are also required to set
out their school curriculum for science on a year-by-year basis and make this information
available online.

Science – Upper Key Stage 2
The principal focus of science teaching in upper key stage 2 is to enable pupils to develop a
deeper understanding of a wide range of scientific ideas. They should do this through
exploring and talking about their ideas; asking their own questions about scientific
phenomena; and analysing functions, relationships and interactions more systematically. At
upper key stage 2, they should encounter more abstract ideas and begin to recognise how
these ideas help them to understand and predict how the world operates. They should also
begin to recognise that scientific ideas change and develop over time. They should select the
most appropriate ways to answer science questions using different types of scientific
enquiry, including observing changes over different periods of time, noticing patterns,
grouping and classifying things, carrying out comparative and fair tests and finding things out
using a wide range of secondary sources of information. Pupils should draw conclusions
based on their data and observations, use evidence to justify their ideas, and use their
scientific knowledge and understanding to explain their findings.
‘Working and thinking scientifically’ is described separately at the beginning of the
programme of study, but must always be taught through and clearly related to substantive
science content in the programme of study. Throughout the notes and guidance, examples
show how scientific methods and skills might be linked to specific elements of the content.
Pupils should read, spell and pronounce scientific vocabulary correctly.

Programme of Study Year 5
Working scientifically
During years 5 and 6, pupils should be taught to use the following practical scientific
methods, processes and skills through the teaching of the programme of study content:
 planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including
recognising and controlling variables where necessary







taking measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy
and precision, taking repeat readings when appropriate
recording data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and
labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs
using test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests
reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal
relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in results, in oral and written
forms such as displays and other presentations
identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or
arguments.

Living things and their habitats
Pupils should be taught to:
 describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a
bird
 describe the life process of reproduction in some plants and animals.

Animals, including humans
Pupils should be taught to:
 describe the changes as humans develop to old age.

Properties and changes of materials
Pupils should be taught to:
 compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of their properties,
including their hardness, solubility, transparency, conductivity (electrical and
thermal), and response to magnets
 know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution, and describe how
to recover a substance from a solution
 use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might be
separated, including through filtering, sieving and evaporating
 give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair tests, for the particular
uses of everyday materials, including metals, wood and plastic
 demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are reversible changes
 explain that some changes result in the formation of new materials, and that this kind
of change is not usually reversible, including changes associated with burning and the
action of acid on bicarbonate of soda.

Earth and space
Pupils should be taught to:
 describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the Sun in the
solar system
 describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth
 describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies
 use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent
movement of the sun across the sky.

Forces
Pupils should be taught to:
 explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of gravity
acting between the Earth and the falling object
 identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act between
moving surfaces
 recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller
force to have a greater effect.

